87
Xo.	Ks.
Maashes pertaining to Customs.
Mukasa and Agrahars        ..	57	10.380
Manrnls. Yumia & Salianas   . .   Not	2.65.000
avail
able
Rusooms	. .	. .       3704	5.59,000
26,80.380
All these are, in effect today, Charitable Grants. It is extremely difficult, we are told, to discover how they originated. Many of them must have been in lieu of service* which probably ceased to be rendered quite a long time ago and the rest were never anything but gifts. There have clearly been additions in recent years, too, for the 1910 budget shows 21 lakhs under the head of Mansabs and Rusoonis, and the 1930 budget also shows about the same amount. In our view, there is no justification for continuing these relics of feudalism. We would suggest that they should be stopped after three months' notice. If any of the grantees still performs some specific service or can claim continuance on the ground of having been given a cash grant in lieu of jagir land taken away, he will, no doubt., represent the tacts and Ms case can be considered separately. The saving will be Rs. 26,80,380.,
Contingencies.—The amount budgeted for Contingencies is Rs. 81,65,000. Of this, we do not propose any reduction in the amount of Rs. 7,21,000 allowed for lighting and electricity charges, livery of peons and telephone fees. For the other 5 items under this head9 office stationery, service stamps, miscellaneous charges, repairs to furniture and purchase of office requisites, considering the lavish scales on which things are done in this State, we suggest a reduction of 10%. Care should be taken to see that the burden is not passed on only to minor offices and that the more important offices such as departments of the Secretariat, etc., bear their share or, perhaps, even more than their proportionate share, since primarily it is in regard to these that complaints of lavish expenditure are frequent. The resultant saving will be Rs. 2,44,400.;
Industrial Adviser* —In the Industries Directorate* we find an officer known as Technical and Industrial Adviser,

